Abstract -This research is done because the processing of archiving is still done manually, this is very difficult and slow in searching if needed. Archiving a few months or even years ago will certainly be difficult to find because of the accumulation of files or because the archive has been damaged. The difficulty and complexity can be overcome by using WEB-based and MySql databases to manage archives. Management utilizing WEB-based and MySql databases are no longer in the form of archive sheets but have been in the form of scanned files from the original archive. The scanned archive will be stored with certain codes to make it easier to search so that the archives that came in a few months or even years ago are undamaged and easy to find.
I. INTRUDUCTION
In the era of the increasingly rapid technological era, today requires people to keep up with the flow of technological development, as well as government agencies that will make modifications in administration, such as the use of computer technology, one of which is the filing information system. Aiming that every job can be done easily and quickly with maximum results in terms of filling in government agencies. At the Regional Secretariat of the Batu Bara Regency, the Economic The section in terms of daily work is still carrying out the archive process. The District Secretariat of Batu Bara received many types of letters from various different agencies and then wrote or recorded information on the letter on the agenda book. There are several problems that are obtained, namely filing correspondence is still done by writing to the ledger and still slow and problems that arise when there are parties who need information about the archives, officers have difficulty or need a long time to provide the information needed, and frequent occurrence damage to previous letters. Based on the above problems, here it will be analyzed about the filing management information system at the Regional Secretariat of the Batu Bara Regency. Previous research was conducted by Reim Doumat, et al about digital archives, this research presents an online digital archive application, to be managed and annotate manual and remote, collaborative and supported manuscripts Living environment. Work in a collaborative environment activity [1] .
Salih Bayar in the research said that with the help of the e-Archive application, companies can minimize time, labor, correction, sorting and filing costs [2] . Sachin Saraf stated, a system may include computer code for analyzing an upgrade from a first version to a second version of a Software program that has been customized without performing the upgrade. The system may provide default state information of default program objects. The default program objects would be included in a default installation of the second version of the Software program [3] . In the implementation of E-Archives, it is done on WEB-based applications and MySQL tools in managing the database.
II. RESEARCH METHODS
This research method is a method used to obtain information needed in compiling research. In this arrangement, researchers conducted direct observations of the case study field located at the Regional Secretariat of the Batu Bara Regency and the Natural Resources. In carrying out this research, the preparation of research frameworks, research objects, personal variables, and systems analysis methods.
A. Research Framework
The framework that the researcher did can be seen from the picture below :
The study was conducted by collecting data relating to the E-Archive of incoming and outgoing mail at the Regional Secretariat of Batu Bara Regency. After that, an analysis of the related problems is carried out. Process design is carried out in a structured design. Implementation is made in WEB-based applications. The final stage is carried out of the report.
B. Research Object
The object of the research that the researchers did was the Archives of the Regional Secretariat of the Batu Bara Regency Economic Section.
C. Operational Variables
Operational variables in this study are how to manage documents using the Java programming language, the variables used are as follows: incoming mail and outgoing mail.
D. System Analysis Method
In this study, researchers will analyze the system that will be designed using FOD (Flow of Document), which describes the flow of the system as a whole starting from the user related to the activity and input carried out in the system. At this stage, modeling information system needs is made using Context Diagrams, Data Flow Diagrams, and Relationship Tables.
III. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

A. Analysis of the Walking System
The process of filing incoming and outgoing mail in the SETDAKAB BARA is still done manually, which only records archives that go in or out of the agenda book, thus slowing down the filing process, and at risk of damage or loss of agenda books or damage. 
B. Proposed Data Analysis
Analysis of proposed data in the form of any data that can be processed in the archive system. In the data archive system that can be processed are incoming mail data, outgoing mail. All data is proposed to be an electronic archive and can be archived easily and more effectively and efficiently. Lvl DFD figure. 1 Shows the proposed filing system process. The head of the sub-section login to the system, then enter the record recording process and make the file position. In the section Chairperson, the section looks at the position of the archive. In Figure 6 shows the relation table proposed in the system. These tables are stored in the archive database.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT
In the implementation of this system explains the description of the system used in making filing systems, while the design form is as follows:
A. Display the Login Menu
Login is a special page admin and section, before entering into the main menu page, you must log in first, on the login page by filling in your username and password and selecting the level of login for admin or for KABAG. 
B. Display of the Main Menu
When KASUBAG successfully entered the login process, the main menu will display, where in the main menu there is inputting archive data. 
C. Display Menu Input Letter Out
The inbox input menu page is a page containing archiving letters that come out. From the explanation that has been described, conclusions can be drawn about basic matters that are very closely related to the filing system of incoming letters and outgoing letters, then it can be concluded as follows :
1. The process of inputting data is still done manually, so the authors propose a a computerized system that can simplify and speed up the processing of mail archiving. 2. The old information system flow requires accuracy and a long time in a letter archiving, so the authors propose a new information system flow that can save time.
